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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
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SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS-R
(00: DALLAS)

ReNYtel, 12/3/63.

On 12/3/63, JOHN J. ABT, who has represented the CP, USA before the SACB, as well as individuals before that board, advised the NYO of the desire of his client, ARNOLD JOHNSON, who is Legislative Secretary of the CP, USA, to make available correspondence between subject and the CP, USA. Such correspondence was turned over by ABT in the presence of JOHNSON at his office, 320 Broadway, NYC, on 12/3/63. Request was made by ABT and JOHNSON that this material be returned when it has served its purpose and he also stated that any questions that may arise concerning this material may be referred to him for an answer.

The original copies of the material made available are being furnished to the Bureau as enclosures via an Eastern Airlines shuttle pilot. Details as to the Eastern Airlines flight will be furnished the Bureau on the night of December 3rd. Xerox copies are being furnished to the Dallas Office for its information and other copies are being retained by the NYO.

The material furnished by ABT is described as follows:

- Bureau (Encl. 10)(RM) (1 - PACKAGE)
- Dallas (Encl. 10)(AXRM) (1 - NEW YORK)

The 12/06/63 report was signed by O'Mah.
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Approved: [Signature]

Sent: [Signature]

[Signature]

[Signature]
Photographic copy of poster "Read
The Worker If You Want to Know About
Peace, Democracy, Unemployment, Economic
Trend."

On 12/2/63 CY 3903-S advised that ARNOLD
JOHNSON as of that date located correspondence concerning
OSWALD and that it was being sent to GEORGE MEYERS, who is
Chairman of the Maryland District of Columbia District
of the CP and a resident of Baltimore. MEYERS has recently
been given additional responsibility in connection with
efforts of the CP to organize in the South.

In the course of discussion while the foregoing
material was turned over to SA JOSEPH V. WATERS, JOHNSON
explained that OSWALD's inquiry of the CP had been handled
routinely with the transmittal of literature consisting
of a variety of pamphlets. He furnished a specimen package
of these pamphlets, all of which are generally available
to the public. (These pamphlets are identified as:

"Ben Davis on the Mc Carran Act at the
Harvard Law Forum"

"3 Brave Men Tell How Freedom Comes to an
Old South City - Nashville, Tenn." by JAMES E. JACKSON

"The Only Choice Peaceful Coexistence" by GUS HALL

"Main Street to Wall Street: End the Cold War!"
by GUS HALL

"Horizons of the Future for a Socialist America"
by ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

"Free Americans from the Mc Carran Act Danger!"
by GUS HALL

"Catalogue 1961"

"The Ultra-Right, Kennedy, and Role of the Progressive
For People's Unity Against Big Business Reaction
And The War Danger" by GUS HALL
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